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Abstract: Analyzing of traffic accident data play an important role in identifying the factors that affecting the repeated accidents and
trying to reduce them. Accidents frequencies and their causes are different from one location to another and also differ from time to
time in the same location. Data mining techniques such as clustering and classification are widely used in the analysis of road accident
data. Therefore, this study proposes a framework to analyze times of accident frequencies for highway locations. The proposal
framework consists of clustering technique and classification trees. The k-means algorithm is applied to a set of frequencies of
highway locations accidents within 24 hours to find out when and where accidents occur frequently. These frequencies were extracted
from 358,448 accident records in Britain between 2013 and 2015. As a result of clustering technique, four clusters were ranked in
descending order according to the accidents rate for location within the cluster. After that, the decision tree (DT) algorithm is applied
to the resulting clusters to extract the decision rules as the cluster name represents the class value for all tuples contained. However,
extracting decision rules (DRs) from the DT is restricted by the DT's structure, which does not allow us to extract more knowledge
from a specific dataset. To overcome this problem, in our study, we develop an ensemble method to generate several DTs in order to
extract more valid rules. The DRs obtained were used for identifying the causes of road accidents within each cluster.
Keywords: Accident Severity Analysis, Road Accident Frequencies, Clustering, Decision Tree, Decision Rules.

1. INTRODUCTION
Road accident data are classified as big data. They include
many attributes that belong to the accident such as driver
attributes, environmental causes, traffic characteristics,
vehicle characteristics, geometric characteristics, location
nature and time of day. Road accidents data are taken for a
long period of time and available in the form of datasets,
statistical tables and reports or even GPS data. Most studies
used statistical techniques [40, 31] and data mining techniques
[19] to analyze the road accident data.
Many researchers studied the causes of accident sever
n
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Bayesian networks in analysis of traffic accidents to identify
the main factors of accident severity. The combined use of
both techniques is very interesting as it reveals further
information. In other work, K-modes clustering technique and
association rule mining have been used as framework to
analyze road accident data [27]. Another important factors of
accident severity such as vehicle type, driving behavior,
collision type, and pedestrian crash have been analyzed [45,
5, 46, 10, 35, 28, 41, 8, 21]. It is possible to discover the
influencing factors of bicycle accident severity, and prevent
the occurrence of its accidents by comparing participants
riding on-road with riding in the simulator [36, 15, 34]. Other
studies have investigated the correlation between values of
severity level (i.e., no-injury, injury and fatality) and values of
other road attributes by using the full Bayesian and
multivariate random parameters models [4, 6]. Similarly,
Huang et al. [18] employed multivariate spatial model to find
the correlation between different modes of accidents (i.e.,
vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian) at individual intersections
and adjacent intersections. While Xie et al. [43] presented
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crash model to find the correlation of crash occurrence
between neighboring intersections.
Rather than defining factors that are closely related to
accidents severity, some studies focused on defining factors
that are related to accidents occurrence and their locations.
Time series data from several locations has been used to
synthesize the districts with similar accident pattern by using
hierarchical clustering technique [22, 23]. The same authors
provided data mining framework to clustering similar
locations in accident frequencies together, and discovering the
characteristics of these locations [24]. Clustering accident
frequencies locations is useful to know the most frequent
accident locations. However, this is not enough to know the
most frequent accident times for locations. Because if we take
accident frequencies for each location within 24 hours, where
each hour represents number of accidents for several years,
the number of maximum frequencies for each location will be
24 frequencies. Therefore, we need to clustering accident
frequencies times for locations rather than clustering accident
frequencies locations.
Decision tree DT algorithms is non-linear and non-parametric
data mining techniques for supervised classification and
regression problems [7] which is a useful way to classify
accidents and find factors that influence in frequency of
accidents. Classification and Regression Tree (CART), is one
of the most famous algorithms that has been used widely to
analyze and identify factors that affect the severity of
accidents [9, 29, 39, 44, 13]. In order to gain better
understanding of crash characteristics, classification trees
analysis and rules discovery were performed on twowheeler
(PTW)
crashes
data
[33].
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Furthermore, risk factors of accident severity that identified
with the decision tree classifier and the Naive Bayes
classifier were compared [25].
One of the problems of DT is how to improve its accuracy and
produce the largest number of valid rules when the used data
are huge. Ensemble methods(i.e., Bagging, boosting, and
random forests) generate a set of classification models in
order to Increasing classifier accuracy[19]. Abellán and
Masegosa [1] have introduced an ensemble decision trees
method in which each decision tree differs by the root variable
trees. The procedure to build these DTs was based on the
Abellán and Moral method [3] which estimates the
probabilities by mean of a specific kind of convex sets of
probability distributions (also called credal sets) and
uncertainty measures. Based on it, Abellán et al. [2] have
proposed information root node variation method for
extracting rules from DTs, which applied on traffic accident
data from rural roads. In this method the root of tree only
changes according to the number of road accident attributes
and the rest of tree is built by Abellán and Moral producer [3]
that can easily adapted to be used with precise probabilities;
for example, via the Gini index [7] or gain ratio split criteria
[38]. However, this producer to build the rest of DT deal only
with small data. There are other procedures to build DTs that
can be used with a massive data for example, rxDTree
algorithm is an approximate decision tree algorithm with
horizontal data parallelism [11] inspired by the algorithm
proposed by Haim and Tov [20].
In this paper, the K-means algorithm is used to divide the
times of road accident frequencies associated with different
locations into several clusters. Furthermore, a particular
method for extracting DRs from DTs is applied on these
clusters to understand the characteristics of road accidents.
The main characteristics of this method is that different DTs
are built by varying the root node. The procedure to build
DTs, which we will use here, it is based on the procedure
proposed by Haim and Tov [20].
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows the
methodology of the K-means clustering and decision tree
classifier. It also describes the method used to obtain DRs,
and the accident data used in this study. In Sections 3, the
results of the analysis are displayed and we discuss them.
Finally, the last section presents the conclusions.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Clustering Algorithm
Clustering is one of the most data mining techniques used in
unsupervised learning, the result of clustering is a group of
clusters contain data objects that are similar within the same
cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters.
There are many of clustering algorithms [42 ,19] such as kmeans, and k-modes. K-means algorithm is a centroid based
technique, it deals with the numeric data while k-modes
algorithm deals with the nominal data.
K-means algorithm needs a parameter K to determine the
number of clusters. At first, the clusters are initiated with
random values of data objects as cluster centers. These cluster
centers are the centers around which the data objects centered,
data objects are assigned to the clusters by calculating the
distance between each object and all other centers based on
Euclidean distance and is given by Eq. (1), then the nearest
distance is chosen. Cluster center is updated by the mean
value of objects in the cluster. The process of updating the
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centers and reassigning the cluster objects are an iterative
process until the assignment is stable.
d(i,j)= √

(1)

where i and j two objects described by p numeric attributes.

2.2 Determining The Number of Clusters
One problem of clustering techniques is how to determine the
best number of expected clusters. K-means algorithm requires
the user to enter the number of clusters k. In our framework
we have used k-means algorithm to divide the accident
frequency times associated with locations into different
groups depending on the Elbow method [30] to determine the
number of clusters K. The Elbow method is one of the optimal
methods that depends on both the measure of similarities
within a cluster and the parameters that used for partitioning.
The idea of partitioning is to create clusters where the
variation within a cluster is minimized. The quality of cluster
can be measured by summing the squared distances between
each object within the cluster and its center by using Eq. (2).
E=∑

∑

(2)

where E is the sum of squared error of all data objects; p is
the point of an object; and Ci is the cluster center.
The optimal number of clusters can be defined as
following [26]:
1. compute the clustering algorithm (i.e., k-means) for
different values of K, k = 2 to k = 15.
2. for each cluster k, calculate the total within-cluster sum of
square (wss).
3. Plot the curve of wss according to the number of
clusters k.
4. The location of a bend (knee) in the plot is generally
considered as an indicator of the appropriate number of
clusters.

2.3 Classification and Decision Trees
Classification is supervised data mining technique whose
main task is to predict class (categorical) labels, where a class
label for each tuple of dataset is predefined [19]. A tuple X
consists of several attributes represented by an n-dimensional
b
o X=(
2 … n)
h pl X
l
o
class label. We can rely on the clustering technique to
determine the values of class variable. Data classification
process consists of two stages : learning and classification. In
the learning phase, classification model is constructed based
on training data. In the classification phase, Test data are used
to estimate the accuracy of the classification rules. If the
accuracy is considered acceptable, the rules can be applied to
the classification of new data tuples.
The decision tree DT consists number of levels and branches
that starts with a root node and end with leaves, which each
internal node indicates a test on the attribute, each branch
represents the result of the test, and each leaf holds a class
label. Within a DT, each path that starts from the root node
and ends with a leaf node called decision rule DR, and this
rule is assigned to most probable value of the class variable.
The DT does not require any setting parameters or a prior
underlying relationship between target (dependent) variable
and predictors (independent variables), however during
training it requires measures(i.e., information gain and the
Gini index) to select the best attribute for dividing tuples into
distinct classes.
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According to the amount of data used in the training and
testing, there are many DT algorithms that conform to small
data such as ID3, C4.5, and CART. ID3 algorithm uses
information gain as its attribute selection measure to
determine how the tuples at a given node are to be split [37],
C4.5 algorithm used gain ratio [38] and CART algorithm used
Gini index measure [7]. In contrast, there are several more
scalable algorithms capable of handling large data for
example, RainForest [17] and BOAT [16] algorithms. One of
the tools provided by Microsoft Corporation is rxDTree
algorithm inspired by the algorithm proposed by [20]. The
rxDTree tool is a parallel external memory of DT algorithms
directed for very large datasets. It uses a histogram to
approximate data instead of storing it entirely on processors,
and the approximated data is used to improve the classifier
over time. The rxDTree algorithm constructs DT in
breadth-first mode using horizontal parallelism based on the
no ’ mp
Imp ty of node is a function that measures
the homogeneity of labels in samples reaching the node. The
most popular impurity functions are the Gini index criterion,
and the entropy function.
Gini(D)= 1- ∑

(3)

Info(D)= -∑

(4)

where D is a set of training tuples, pi is the probability that a
tuple in D belongs to class Ci and is estimated by |Ci,D|/|D|,
the sum is computed over m classes. Gap function G is
on n o
n
G({p }) ≥ −m {p } n
hol h
proprieties of Gini and entropy functions. Suppose that an
attribute j and a threshold a are chosen, so that a node v is
split accord n o h
l (j) <
no b τ h p ob b l
h
mpl
hn
o ’ l
h l no
Denote further by pL, i and pR, i, the probabilities of label i in
the
left
and
right
child
nodes,
respectively.
Th no on ∆ p
n the gap in the impurity function
b o
n
pl n o
n
pl ∆ n b
calculated
precisely,
as
in
equation
(5).
Th
n on ∆(τ {p } {p } {pR }) = ∆( j ) as
∆ = G ({pi}) – τG ({pL, i}) − (1 − τ) G ({pR, i}).

(5)

2.3.1 Metrics for Evaluating Decision Rules
The decision rules DRs have to be valid when the required
conditions have been achieved during the training and testing
sequentially. Training data are used to construct the classifier
while the testing data are used to test the classifier. Test data
are a set of records which associated with a class label are not
used to train the classifier, they used to estimate the accuracy
of the classification model. Accuracy and coverage are a set of
evaluation measures can be used to verify the
effectiveness of DRs [19].

2.3.1.1 Accuracy
The accuracy of a classifier on a given test set is the
percentage of test set tuples that are correctly classified by the
classifier.
Accuracy =

(6)

Error Rate =

(7)

where TP refers to the positive tuples that are classified as
positive, whereas TN refers to the negative tuples that are
classified as negative , FN refers to the positive tuples that
are classified as negative, FP refers to the negative tuples that
are classified as positive, P=TP+FN refers to the total number
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of positive tuples, and N=FP+TN refers to the total number of
negative tuples.
The accuracy of a rule R is,
Accuracy (R)=

=

(8)

and the error rate of the rule is,
Error (R) =

=

(9)

2.3.1.2 Coverage
A l ’ o
by the rule R.

h p

n

o

pl

h

o

Coverage (R) =

(8)

where N covers are the number of tuples covered by R, and
|D| is the number of tuples in test set.

2.3.1.3 Rule Quality
The accuracy measure of a rule on its own is not a reliable
estimate of rule quality and the coverage measure of a rule on
its own is not useful [19]. Thus, we can integrate aspects of
the accuracy and coverage measures for evaluating rule
quality by the multiplication of accuracy and coverage as
follow:
Quality = Accuracy x Coverage

(11)

2.3.2 Model Evaluation and Class-imbalanced
Data
When the data is huge, it is better to use a part of data to
derive the classification model and the other part to predict the
accuracy of the model. The Holdout method is one of
evaluation methods , which divides the data into independent
parts, typically two parts of data are taken for training set, and
the remaining part is taken for test set [19].
Class-imbalanced data is one of the biggest problems
associated with the classification of DT. The class-imbalance
problem occurs when the main class of interest is represented
by only a few tuples. Some strategies for addressing this
problem include oversampling, under-sampling, and hybridsampling [19]. Oversampling works by resampling the
positive tuples so that the resulting of training set contains an
equal number of positive and negative tuples. The
oversampling has advantage to keep the information, however
requires more processing time and space. Under-sampling
works by decreasing the number of negative tuples, it
randomly eliminates tuples from the majority (negative) class
until there is an equal number of positive and negative tuples.
Hybrid-sampling combines both of oversampling and undersampling methods.

2.4 Method to Extract Decision Rules from
Decision Trees
The ensemble methods combine multiple votes to classify
n
pl b
n
o l
on mo l M M2 …
Mk. The benefit of the ensemble method is to increase
classifier accuracy. The ensemble method that we used is
ensemble DTs method [1] to gen
l DT ( = … n)
by changing the root node RXi of the tree (see Fig.1)
according to each variable under study (see Table 1). When
DT is built, the root node only is selected directly, and the rest
of tree is constructed in the Streaming Parallel Decision Tree
(SPDT) algorithm proposed by [20]. Thus, we obtain m trees
and m rules, DTi and DRi (i=1,...,m), respectively. Each DRi
is checked in the test set to obtain the final rule set.
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Figure 1. Proposed framework
Figure 1. Proposed Framework

Table 1. Attribute Description
Attribute Name
Accident Severity: sev
Number of Casualties : noc

1st_Road_Class : rc

Road Type : rt

Speed limit : sl
Light Conditions : lc

Weather Conditions : wc

Road Surface Conditions : rsc

Urban or Rural Area : ura

Carriageway Hazards : ch
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Description: Code
Fatal : f
Serious: s
Slight: sl
1 injury: 1
2 injury: 2
>2 injury: >2
Motorway: m
A slope : a
Express way : b
Curve : c
Unclassified: u
Single carriageway : sn
Dual carriageway : du
Roundabout : ro
One way street : ow
Unknown : un
Less than 40km/h :less40k
Greater than or equal 40km/h:more40k
Day light : dl
Darkness - lights lit :sl
no light : nl
Fine : fi
Raining : ra
Snowing : sno
Fog or mist: fog
Other : oth
Dry : dr
Wet : w
Icy or slippery : ic
Other : ot
Urban : ur
Rural : ru
None : no
Other object on road: ob
Any animal in carriageway: an
Pedestrian in carriageway : p

Count
3338
50117
301777
275798
55458
23976
16481
156312
46895
29927
105617

First
19.5%
25.7%
24.9%
24.6%
26.1%
25.9%
37.4%
23.3%
26.2%
20.9%
26.3%

Cluster
Second
27.4%
27.6%
24.6%
24.5%
26.3%
27.3%
24.8%
23.3%
28.6%
23.3%
26.3%

Third
28.2%
25.2%
24.9%
25.1%
24.4%
24.8%
16.5%
26.1%
25.3%
28.9%
23.3%

Fourth
24.7 %
21.9%
25.5%
25.6%
22.9%
21.9%
21.1%
27.1%
19.6%
27.6%
23.9%

258232
60878
27016
7437
1673

24%
28.9%
24.7%
24%
35.6%

25.6%
22.85%
24.7%
21.7%
19.3%

26.4%
20.4%
21.5%
25.2%
23.9%

23.8%
27.7%
28.9%
28.9%
21%

223810
131422
289514
46298
19420
294156
43858
2437
1557
13224
253281
95160
4522
2269
217763
137469

23.3%
27.8%
25.6%
21.4%
23.7%
24.6%
25.1%
22.4%
19.4%
33.2%
25.2%
24.7%
20.2%
18.8%
23%
28.1%
24.9%
29.8%
19.2%
20
.9%

22.7%
28.8%
25.2%
21.1%
29.7%
25.1%
24.6%
25.1%
24.2%
22.9%
24.8%
25.4%
23.7%
24.3%
22%
29.7%

24.9%
25%
25.1%
24.3%
24.7%
25.1%
24.7%
26.6%
26.6%
20.8%
24.9%
24.9%
26.4%
31.2%
24.1%
26.3%

28.9%
18.2%
23.9%
33%
21.7%
25%
25.3%
25.8%
29.6%
22.8%
24.9%
24.8%
29%
25.6%
30.8%
15.8%

24.9%
28.2%
28.9%
16.4%

25%
21.8%
24.9%
22.7%

25%
19.9%
26.8%
39.9%

349711
3457
1242
822
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2.5 Data Set
The data for this study have been obtained from data.gov.uk
Department for Transport [47]. The dataset consists of
425,041 road accidents for 3 years period from 2013 to 2015,
in Great Britain of 208 highway locations. After
preprocessing, 358,448 accidents records have been
considered for this research. The attributes taken from the
original dataset were only those related to accident
circumstances which represented on Table 1. As a clustering
result, accident frequencies between 59 and 1168 for 208
locations with their times were clarified as four clusters. The
DT algorithm was applied to the resulting clusters as the class
variable values were determined by cluster names (Cluster in
Table 1). The Holdout method was applied to divide the
dataset into training set and test set. After oversampling and
under-sampling, the distribution of tuples was 248,668 for
training and 106,568 for testing.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Cluster Analysis
The k-means algorithm was applied to 413 unique frequencies
of 359,204 frequencies using R statistical software. These
frequencies were extracted from 358,448 accident records
using PostgreSQL software for 208 highway locations, and
each location may have a maximum 24 frequencies associated
with 24 hours. The k-means algorithm needs the value of k to
determine the number of clusters. Therefore, we used Elbow
method which mentioned in Sect. 2.2. We defined the number
of clusters which shown in Fig. 2 by using the Elbow method.
The distribution of these clusters for frequencies is illustrated
in Fig. 3. As a result of clustering, four clusters were ranked
in descending order according to the accidents rate for
location within cluster, the clusters have been renamed as
first, second, third, and fourth.
Optimal number of clusters

In first cluster, there are 7 locations with frequency range
between 647 and 1168, while the number of distinct
frequencies is 35 and the total number of accidents is 28,498,
therefore the accidents rate for location is 14% . Similarly, the
remaining clusters are described in the same manner in
Table2.
Table 2 Description of clusters
Cluster id
Category name
Rang of
frequency
Size of cluster
Total of
accidents
Number of
locations
Location
accidents ratio

1
First

2
Second

3
Third

4
Fourth

647-1168

392-633

215–391

59-214

35

81

141

156

28498

46569

89066

195071

7

22

61

178

14%

4%

1%

0.5%

The times of accident frequencies for locations within each
cluster have been represented in Figs. 4,5,6,and 7, so that each
location can have more than one frequency according to the
time, and it can be repeated in more than a cluster at a
different time, in contrast, the time can be repeated in more
than a cluster with different locations. Figure 4 shows that
highest frequency value is associated with location 29 at 5
pm, location 29 has 11, 3, 4, and 6 frequencies within clusters
first, second, third, and fourth respectively while location 4
has only 4 and 14 frequencies within the third and fourth
clusters. The first cluster includes accident times from 8 am to
6 pm, the second cluster includes the times from 7 am to 8
pm, the third cluster refers to the times from 6 am to 11 pm,
and the fourth cluster refers to the times from 1 am to 12 pm.

1.0e+07

5.0e+06

0.0e+00
1

2

3

4

5
6
Number of clusters k

7

8

9

10

800
600

Figure 4. Times (T8 - T18) and locations
(21,29,86,91,125,159,173) of First cluster

400

frequency.1

1000

1200

Figure 2. Number of selected clusters

3.2 Extracting Decision Rules

200

Total Within Sum of Square

1.5e+07

200

400

600

800

frequency

Figure 3. Distribution of clusters
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1000

1200

In our framework the locations associated with times of
accident frequencies have been divided into four clusters
namely first, second, third and fourth, all tuples within a
cluster have the cluster name as class label. Then the method
exposed in section 2.4 has been used in order to generate DRs
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Figure 5. Times (T7-T20) and locations
(7,8,21,29,42,55,68,86,89,91,93,98,109,120,125,135,159,168,170,173,187,120) of Second cluster

Figure 6. Times(T6-T23) and locations(4,7,8,18,20,21,25,27,28,29,32,42,45,49,55,60,62,68,73,75,76,81,82,86,89,91,93,97,98,99,
104,108,109,110,112,116,119,120,125,127,135,142,148,159,162,164,166,167,168,169,170,173,174,176,180,187,189,191,196,
198, 206) of Third cluster.
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Figure 7. Times(T1-T24) and locations of Fourth cluster.

using rxDTree algorithm in Microsoft R Client software. we
used four levels to build DTs in order to obtain easy and
useful DRs. Previous studies [32, 33, 2] used the same
number of levels.
Table 3 shows a sample of DRs for each level of DTs in
ascending order. In addition, the DRs are arranged in
descending order within each level according to the quality of
rule. For example, the rules 64 and 65 are composed of four
levels and belong to the fourth and first class values, while the
rule 14 belongs to the fourth class value and is composed of
three levels.

3.3 Analyzing Decision Rules
The DRs for each cluster of accident frequencies for
locations(highway) associated with times(24 hours) were
discussed in order to clarify the most important accident
characteristics(see Table1) within clusters. The DRs reflect
the relationship between the attributes of road accident and
the associated class label, and thus can be used to predict the
class of an accident simply.

3.3.1 Decision Rules for First Cluster
The DRs show that the road type feature is either two-way or
a single road and is associated with rural or urban areas with a
speed of vehicles more than 40 km and the number of
casualties is more than two. The road category also is a slope
and the severity of accidents is serious. When the road class is
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an expressway in the urban areas and the speed of vehicles is
less than 40km, the severity of accidents is fatal. The
motorway road is related to day light condition with one
injury or more than one injury and a speed more than 40 km.
There is no carriageway hazards in this cluster, and the
weather is raining or fine, as well as the road surface is dry or
wet.

3.3.2 Decision Rule for Second Cluster
In second cluster, DR shows that accident severity is serious
to the absence of light, and the number of injuries is often
more than 2. Road hazards include animals and pedestrian hit
that occur in rural areas when the weather is fogy, the type of
road is one-way, the speed of vehicles is less than 40km in the
expressway, and the road surface is slippery or wet. Here the
severity of accidents is fatal.

3.3.3 Decision Rules for Third Cluster
DRs indicate that a road class is a slope or curved with night
light condition. The focus was on the slope road and single
road type with a slight severity of accidents in the urban areas.
When the road class is an expressway and there is no light, the
severity of accidents is fatal. The speed of vehicles is less than
40 km with a single road type, and the number of injuries is
often greater than 2.
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Table 3. Classification rules for clusters
No
Level 2
1
2
3
Level 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Level 4
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Rules (IF…)

Class

Accuracy

coverage

Quality

"lc"='sl' and "rc"='b'
"rsc"='ot' and "rc"='a'
"rt"='ow' and "sl"='more40k'

Fourth
Third
Second

38.93%
32.37%
42.30%

1.60%
0.13%
0.04%

0.62%
0.04%
0.02%

"rc"='c' and "ura"='ur' and "sl"= 'less40k'
"ura"='ur' and "rt"= 'sn' and "rc"='b'
"sl"='less40k' and "rt"='sn' and "rc"='b'
"rsc"='dr' and "sl"='less40k' and "lc"='sl'
"wc"='fi' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ur'
"sl"='more40k' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"lc"='dl' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"sev"='sl' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"noc"='>2' and "rt"='du' and "sl"='more40k'
"rt"='sn' and "rc"='b' and "sl"='more40k'
"wc"='oth' and "lc"='dl' and "rsc"='dr'
"rc"='u' and "sl"='less40k' and "wc"='oth'
"rc"='m' and "lc"='dl' and "noc"='>2'
"wc"='ra' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"noc"='2' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"rc"='m' and "lc"='nl' and "noc"='>2'
"ch"='an' and "sev"='sl' and "lc"='nl'
"rsc"='ic' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a'
"rsc"='ic' and "lc"='dl' and "rc"='m'
"rsc"='ot' and "rc"='a' and "lc"='nl'
"ch"='an' and "sev"='f' and "noc"='>2'

Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
First
First
First
First
Second
First
First
First
First
First
First
Fourth
Fourth
Second
Fourth
Second

43.39%
27.84%
27.23%
35.58%
27.02%
49.85%
49.7%
48.58%
40.82%
34.33%
40.01%
37.34%
47.86%
56.71%
54.71%
44.37%
35.61%
32.35%
66.66%
36.84%
66.66%

7.06%
9.80%
9.61%
5.47%
6.07%
2.84%
2.30%
2.31%
2.12%
2.28%
1.82%
1.63%
1.16%
0.34%
0.34%
0.15%
0.06%
0.03%
0.01%
0.01%
0.002%

3.06%
2.73%
2.61%
1.94%
1.64%
1.42%
1.14%
1.12%
0.86%
0.77%
0.72%
0.60%
0.55%
0.19%
0.19%
0.06%
0.02%
0.01%
0.007%
0.006%
0.0001%

"ch" = 'no' and "lc" = 'dl' and "rt" = 'sn' and "rc" = 'a'
"sl"='less40k' and "rt"= 'sn' and "rc" = 'a' and "ura" = 'ur'
"noc" = '1' and "lc" = 'dl' and "rt" = 'sn' and "rc" = 'a'
"sl"='more40k' and "rt" = 'sn' and "lc"='dl' and "ura"= 'ru'
"sl"='more40k' and "rt"='sn' and "lc"='dl' and "ura"='ru'
"wc"='fi' and "rt"= 'sn' and "rc"= 'b' and "sl" = 'less40k'
"wc"='fi' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru' and "sl" = 'more40k'
"rsc"='dr' and "sl"='more40k' and "rt"= 'du' and "ura"='ru'
"ch"='no' and "lc" = 'dl' and "rt" = 'du' and "ura" = 'ru'
"sl"='more40k' and "rt"='sn' and "lc" ='dl' and "ura "='ur'
"rsc"='dr' and "sl"='more40k' and "rt"='du' and "ura" ='ur'
"lc" = 'sl' and "rc" = 'a' and "rt" = 'sn' and "ura" = 'ur'
"rsc"='dr' and "sl"='more40k' and "rt"='sn' and "ura" ='ur'
"rc"='a' and "rt"='sn' and "sl"= 'more40k' and "ura" ='ur'
"rt"='sn' and "rc"='a' and "sl" ='more40k' and "ura" ='ur'
"ura"='ur' and "rt"='sn' and "rc"='a' and "sl"='more40k'
"lc"='dl' and "rt" ='sn' and "rc"= 'b' and "sl" ='more40k'
"rc"='b' and "lc" ='dl' and "sl"= 'more40k' and "wc" = 'fi'
"wc" = 'fi' and "rt"= 'sn' and "rc"='b' and "sl"='more40k'
"ura"='ru' and "rt" = 'sn' and "rc" = 'b' and "lc" = 'dl'
"wc"='ra' and "rt"='sn' and "rc"='a' and "noc"='1'

Third
Third
Third
Third
Third
Fourth
First
Fourth
First
First
Fourth
Third
First
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
Second
Third

28.33%
31.24%
30.78%
30.46%
30.46%
28.14%
48.72%
49.55%
50.54%
33.24%
30.42%
36.09%
29.36%
34.37%
34.37%
34.37%
34.31%
35.46%
34.65%
34.71%
32.16%

16.92%
12.07%
12.05%
7.78%
7.78%
8.20%
2.39%
2.20%
2.13%
3.09%
3.18%
2.26%
2.78%
2.13%
2.13%
2.13%
1.91%
1.80%
1.84%
1.74%
1.87%

4.79%
3.74%
3.71%
2.73%
2.37%
2.29%
1.16%
1.09%
1.07%
1.02%
0.96%
0.81%
0.81%
0.73%
0.73%
0.73%
0.65%
0.64%
0.62%
0.60%
0.59%

3.3.4 Decision Rule for Fourth Cluster
DR indicates the light condition is street light or day light
with a dry road surface and a speed is less than 40 km in the
expressway. The severity of accidents is fatal especially when
the road class is a slope. There are Pedestrian accidents in the
urban areas, even the road type is dual carriageway or
one-way street.
The classification rules for first, second, third and fourth
clusters are slightly similar with different interesting
measures. There are some common factors of accidents
between class values (i.e., first, second, third, and fourth
cluster) such as, severity of accidents is slight for all clusters
and fatal for second and third clusters. All clusters involve the
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day light condition without the fourth cluster. The number of
accident injuries is often equal to 1 or 2 for all clusters while
it is often more than 2 for the first and second clusters. The
vehicles speed that is greater than 40km concentrated in
the first and second clusters , and the speed that is less than
40km concentrated in the third and fourth clusters. The
single road type and the rural areas are common within
all clusters except the fourth cluster. The weather
condition is either fine or rainy for all clusters except
the weather
for
fourth cluster is just
fine.
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Table 3.
No
Level 4
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
66
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Continued

Rules (IF…)

Class

Accuracy

coverage

Quality

"rc"='a' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru' and "sl"='more40k'
"ura"='ru' and "rt"='du' and "rc"='a' and "sl"='more40k'
"noc"='1' and "lc"='dl' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"sl"= 'more40k' and "rt" = 'sn' and "lc"='nl' and "rc" = 'a'
"rc"='m' and "lc"='dl' and "noc"='1' and "rsc"='dr'
"rsc"='w' and "lc"='dl' and "rt"='du' and "ura"='ru'
"rsc"='w' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a' and "rt"='sn'
"ura"='ur' and "rt"='du' and "rc"='b' and "lc"='dl'
"rc"='b' and "lc"='dl' and "sl"='less40k' and "wc"='oth'
"sev"='s' and "sl"='more40k' and "rc"='m' and "lc"='dl'
"noc"='2' and "rt"='sn' and "rc"='a' and "ura"='ur'
"rt"='ro' and "sl"='more40k' and "rc"='a' and "ura"='ru'
"rc"='c' and "ura" ='ur' and "sl"= 'more40k' and "rt"= 'du'
"rt"='un' and "wc"='fi' and "rc"='a' and "ura"='ur'
"rsc"='ot' and "rc"='a' and "lc"='dl' and "ch"='no'
"noc"='2' and "rt"='sn' and "rc"='b' and "lc"='nl'
"sev"='f' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a' and "noc"='1'
"noc"='1' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a' and "rt"='du'
"wc"= 'oth' and "lc" = 'nl' and "rsc" = 'dr' and "rc" ='c'
"wc"='oth' and "lc"='nl' and "rsc" = 'dr' and "rc"='a'
"rt"='ro' and "sl"='less40k' and "rc"='b' and "wc"='oth'
"rsc"='w' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a' and "rt"='du'
"sl"='less40k' and "rt"='du' and "rc"='b' and "wc"='oth'
"ch"='p' and "ura"='ur' and "rc"='a' and "rt"='du'
"rc"='m' and "lc"='dl' and "noc"='1' and "rsc"='ic'
"wc"='oth' and "lc"='dl' and "rsc"='ic' and "rt"='du'
"ch"='p' and "ura"='ur' and "rc"='a' and "rt"='ow'
"rc"='u' and "sl"='more40k' and "wc"='fog' and "noc"='>2'
"rt"='du' and "ura"='ur' and "rc"='b' and "sev"='f'
"rt"='ro' and "sl"='more40k' and "rc"='m' and "ura"='ur'
"wc"='sno' and "lc"='nl' and "rc"='a' and "noc"='>2'

First
First
First
Second
First
First
Second
Second
First
First
Third
First
Fourth
First
Third
Second
Fourth
Second
Fourth
First
First
Second
First
Fourth
Second
Second
Fourth
Third
First
First
Third

48.72%
48.72%
54.93%
27.77%
38.33%
52.10%
30.18%
32.72%
40.74%
47.52%
27.03%
42.60%
41.26%
61.40%
32.58%
39.34%
57.40%
34.52%
41.26%
42.85%
47.36%
39.47%
58.06%
53.84%
100%
75%
100%
42.85%
80%
66.66%
50%

0.99%
0.99%
0.70%
0.95%
0.65%
0.38%
0.60%
0.56%
0.35%
0.28%
1.87%
0.20%
0.05%
0.05%
0.08%
0.05%
0.05%
0.07%
0.05%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.02%
0.01%
0.05%
0.007%
0.001%
0.006%
0.004%
0.005%
0.001%

0.48%
0.48%
0.38%
0.26%
0.25%
0.19%
0.18%
0.18%
0.14%
0.13%
0.50%
0.08%
0.03%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.006%
0.005%
0.005%
0.003%
0.002%
0.003%
0.003%
0.0009%

4. CONCLUSION
Data mining techniques such as clustering and classification
are widely used in the analysis of road accident data, because
these techniques have the ability to extract knowledge from
very large data without relying on a prior underlying
relationships between data variables. In this study, we
proposed a framework for analyzing times of road accident
frequencies that uses k-means clustering and DT algorithm.
This is the first time that both approaches have been
used together. The K-means algorithm was used to identify
four clusters(C1-C4) based on accident frequencies for each
location within 24 hours over the 3-year period. The DT
algorithm is non-linear and non-parametric data mining
techniques for supervised classification and regression
problems. However, extracting DRs from the DT is restricted
by the DT's structure, which does not allow us to extract more
knowledge from a dataset. A particular method to increase
the number of valid rules that are extracted from DT is used,
in this method many DTs are generated for each variable
under study (variables that describe the data) by using root
node variation for the same tree. Also, this ensemble DTs
method can be integrated with DT algorithms that have the
ability to handle very large data. Therefore, the Streaming
Parallel Decision Tree (SPDT) algorithm is used to build DTs.
We applied the previous ensemble method to all clusters at
once to obtain unique DRs instead of discovering rules for
each cluster independently. Although the data used in our
approach was very large in addition to the class-imbalance
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problem, the extracted DRs were more than 76 valid rules that
used for identifying the causes of road accidents within each
cluster. Finally, this data mining approach can also be reused
on other accident data with more attributes to cover more
information.
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Abstract: The Interbank Information Exchange Network (Shetab or Acceleration) has started since 2002 and the purpose was integrating
and connecting card systems of all banks in the country. Currently, the Acceleration Center has been acting as Melli bank card switch in
the country, and all the banks in the country are its member. These operations cover a wide range of transactions, such as cash
withdrawals, electronic purchases, fund transfers, paying bills and residual payments. Shetab center processes more than two and a half
million transactions per day. At present, the amount of fees received from each network transaction is 500 to 22,000 Rial, which is
considered as a fee for the client's bank as revenue and for the client bank. And it does not cost any expenses to the customer, thus banks
are looking for earning revenue from this service.
In this, first the list of ATMs that Melli Bank pays them service fee are considered, then by using the clustering algorithm, locations
were arranged for an ATM so Melli Bank pay less fee. In this study, the combination of three K-means algorithms and particle
optimization algorithm and genetic algorithm were used. Davies-Bouldin Index was used to assess clustering.
Then, the proposed clustering along with another clustering algorithm was evaluated and it was shown that the proposed algorithm is
performing better. 8 locations for ATM were presented in proposed clustering algorithm, which is the result of the proposed clustering.
Keywords: Particle optimization algorithm, Banking, ATM

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, the banking system consisting of the central bank and
commercial banks play a decisive role in the economic
development of the country. Banks are using the most advanced
technology and needed tools and the most extensive
international networks in the world, to be able, through a
variety of computer services, make monetary deposits legal and
legal persons at the best possible cost and at the lowest cost and
with the most secure way, from one place to another, or from
an account to another account as soon as possible [1].
The payment system is a mechanism that transfers money from
an account in a bank to an account in another bank, thus the
role of the paying system in the economy is like the veins that
bring money to different economic firms, so the reality is that
the accurate management and supervision and smoothly
functioning of the payment system in the monetary part of the
country is one of the main duties of central banking in the today
world [2].
Shetab started in 2002 with the aim of integrating and linking
card systems of all banks in the country. At present, the
Acceleration Center has play a role as Melli bank card switch
in the country, and all the banks in the country are its members.
The operations cover a wide range of transactions, such as cash
withdrawals, electronic purchases, fund transfers, paying bills
and residual payments. Shetab processes more than two and a
half million transactions per day. At present, the amount of fees
received from each network transaction is 398 Tomans, which
is for the bank as revenue and for the client's bank as a cost and
does not create any costs for the client.
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The advancement in communications science and modern
banking technology has led the service system to faster delivery
and more consistent services. Today, the level of access to these
facilities is almost the same for all financial institutions and
banks and banking services companies. In fact, the point that
makes a bank superior to other financial institutions and banks
is providing a distinct, fast and continuous service. ATM is one
of the tools that can help customers accelerate automated tasks
[3].
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) is a device that can be used
for depositing and withdrawing from customer accounts,
changing card and account statements, transferring funds,
paying bills, account balance and some other services through
a Melli card without the need for the operator. ATMs are the
most prominent feature of the evolution of banking services
based on modern technology. Based on the policies of the Melli
Bank of Iran to develop the use of modern banking systems,
since 1997, the installation of the first ATM series in the
selected branches began, and so far, with the installation of
more than 6,600 ATMs, the Melli Bank of Iran has the largest
number of installed ATMs in among Banks in the country.
Locating new ATMs is very important for the organization due
to its rapid support, costs and payment fees for the transaction
of other bank cards (other than the Melli Bank), and making
related decisions are very sensitive, important and worthwhile.
This is the responsibility of senior officials and informatics
supervised by the provincial branch office. For example, the
salary paid to one of the ATMs of the Bank of SADERAT has
been 434,225,087 Rials in 2015, thus to decide and choose the
best location to other branches of the Melli Bank which are
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closer also for better maintenance. The more important places
are reportedly by Accelerator Center, and the Melli Bank ATM
card transactions have accepted the most competitive and large
fees paid to them. To do this, we have chosen the western
region of Ahwaz to explore and derive the final model, which
will calculate the best location of the new ATM based on the
geographical coordinates of ATMs of the Melli Bank and the
rival [4].
In this paper, by combining the k-means clustering algorithms
and particle optimization, with the criteria for increasing
support and reducing out-of-service time and reducing payroll
fees to other competing banks, we will give the best place to
the senior executives of the bank. Gave Clustering is one of the
most important issues of non-monitoring learning as well as the
most common data mining techniques used to classify data sets
into specific subsets. The k-means algorithm is also one of the
most popular clustering algorithms with easy implementation
and fast performance, but being sensitive to first cluster centers
can only produce a local optimal response. By combining the
k-means clustering method with the particle group optimization
algorithm (due to the existence of decimal data), we improved
the accuracy of clustering.
The study consists of two parts. In the first section, the
proposed algorithm is presented and in the second section the
results of the research are shown..

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is presented in this section, which has
two parts. In the first step, the K-means algorithm is used to
select the start points of the K-means algorithm from the
particle optimization algorithm, then in the second stage,
heuristic algorithms are used to determine the start points of the
particle algorithm and then the genetic algorithm is used to
optimize the particle optimization algorithm.

2-1. The proposed algorithm
Two cases are considered to use ATM for the withdrawal of
money. In the first case, the card that is taken from it is related
to the same bank. In the latter case, the card is not from the
same bank. In the first case, for example, the Melli Bank card
withdrawn from the Melli Bank ATM, and in the latter case,
for example, the Melli Bank withdraw money from the Tejarat
bank ATM. In the latter case, due to the use of the Tejarat bank
ATM, the Melli Bank should pay the Tejarat Bank.
In this research, it was tried that the Melli Bank's customers
refer less to ATMs of other banks. To do this, the information
about the number of Melli Bank's customers visiting has been
removed from other banks and the amount has been deducted
and the location of those banks has been analyzed and continue
to add new ATMs for the customer of those places. The
structure of the data used is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 ATMs
Row

Title
X
Y
Referrals number
Withdrawn amount

1

Features

2
3

Variable
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete

Weighted clustering is used in this data. The data structure is
such that a number of parameters are considered as those data
parameters, and a number of parameters are considered as data
weights. Whatever the weight is given, the data is considered
to more distant.
In the bank's data, the two parameters X and Y are considered
as data parameters, and the number of referrals and the
withdrawn amount is considered as the weight of the ATM. In
the data, the more weighted it is the ATM is considered to be
farther, so the parameters are reversed so that the number of
visits and the amount removed are increased, near ATMs are
considered in equation (1) the calculation of the points' weight
is shown.
1

1

𝑊𝑖 = number of referrals + the withdrawn amount (2)
In which, both the relationship between the number of referrals
and the withdrawn amount are reversed and its total is
considered as the weight of the bank.
In the key clustering algorithm, the parameter is a distance,
with the difference that this distance is considered in the
relation of the record weight. This calculation is shown in
equation (2).
2

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) = √(𝑤𝑖 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑤𝑗 𝑥𝑗 ) + (𝑤𝑖 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑤𝑗 𝑦𝑗 )2

(1)

The difference between each parameter in the weight of the
number of referrals and the amount of withdrawal is multiplied
to determine its effect on the distance between ATMs.
The proposed algorithm consists of two first parts in the first
phase of the particle optimization algorithm and the K-means
algorithm are combined. In the second step, the heuristic
algorithms are used to determine the starting points of the
particle algorithm, and then the genetic algorithm is used to
optimize the particle optimization algorithm.

2-2. Problem solving by combining particle
optimization and K-means algorithm
The problem solving structure is that the genetic algorithm is
responsible for determining the starting points of the K-Means
algorithm. The K-Means algorithm depends on the starting
points. If the starting points are well chosen, the output of the
K-Means algorithm will be better, and if the points are not
selected, then the output is not good in terms of clustering. The
parameters X and Y are discrete and the particle optimization
algorithm is continuous, so the parameters of X and Y are
transmitted to the interval between zero and one. In order to
transfer data from a discrete interval to a continuous, the
equation (3) is used [23].

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑙𝑑 −𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛

(3)

The structure of the particle optimization algorithm is then used
to determine the starting points of the K-means algorithm.
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2-2-1 Particle Structure
Particles represent the starting points of the K-means clustering
center. The number of points in the K-means algorithm is as
large as the number of clusters. If the algorithm has two
clusters, then two start points are required, and if the K
algorithm is a cluster, then K is the starting point. Given that
the data has 2 features, each point has 8 values between 0 and
1. Therefore, considering that clustering has a K point and each
point has 2 values and its value is between 0 and 1, this structure
is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1

Structure of proposed particle of the
first stage

2-2-2 Production of initial population
First, 20 particles are created and they are randomly range from
0 to 1. For the production of the initial population, a uniform
distribution is used, and in (4) the manner in which a uniform
distribution between numbers 0 and 1 is shown.

Chromosome = U(0,1)

(4)

2-3 Calculation competency function
In calculating the competency function this is how each particle
is proportional to a K-means clustering. Each particle is the
starting point of the K-means algorithm. Then the K-means
algorithm is executed. After the K-means algorithm converges,
the accuracy of clustering as a competency function will be
sent.
Given that each particle is fully clustered, the result of
clustering is calculated by the clustering accuracy parameter
and its output is considered as the particle computation
suitability. The accuracy of the Davies-Bouldin Index is used
to calculate the accuracy [17].
The Davis-Bouldin method is a function of the total ratio of
intra cluster dispersion to the distance between clusters. The
Davis-Bouldin Validation Index is shown by equation (5), the
Davis-Bouldin Method operates on the basis of minimization.
𝑆𝑛 (𝑄𝑖 )+𝑆𝑛 (𝑄𝑗 )

1

𝐷𝐵 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
𝑛

𝑖≠𝑗

𝑆(𝑄𝑖 ,𝑄𝑗 )

}

(5)

In which n is the number of clusters, Sn is the mean of the
cluster data spacing from the cluster center and S(Qi,Qj) is the
distance between the centers of the clusters; therefore, when
they are within the cluster and clusters are far from each other,
this ratio gets small. The small amount of the Davis-Bouldin
validation index is valid clustering representation. In Fig. 2, the
structure of the calculation of the competency function is
shown.

Figure 2

the structure of the proposed competency
function

2-2-4 Speed control
One of the important aspects for determining the efficiency and
accuracy of an optimization algorithm is how to reconcile
Explore and Exploit with the proposed algorithm.
The Explore feature is the ability to search an algorithm in
different areas of the search space to find optimal amount. On
the other hand, the Exploit feature is the ability to focus the
search around a likely area to improve the candidate's solution.
Thus, we created an appropriate solution between these two
conflicting goals, which is achieved by speeding up the PSO,
as shown in equation (6).

𝑣ij (t + 1) = vij (t) + c1 r1j (t)[yij (t) − xij (t)]
+ c2 r2j (t)[𝑦̃𝑗 (𝑡) − xij (t)]
(𝑡
𝑣𝑖𝑗 + 1) 𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) < 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗
𝑣𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = {
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗
𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗
In which vmax,j is the highest speed in the number of tables and
the number of columns, the value of vmax,j is very important.
Because it speeds up search through inhibition. If the value is
large. The Explore feature will increase the algorithm. While
the small values of this parameter, the local Exploit feature
improves the algorithm. If vmax,j is too small, congestion may
not be as good as local areas. In addition, there is the possibility
of clustering in the optimal local area, which will not be able to
get out of it for the algorithm. On the other hand, the large
amounts of vmax,j have the risk of losing good areas. Particles
may jump through good solutions and search for inappropriate
areas. Large values result in the algorithm moving away from
the optimal area. In this case, the particles move faster.
Finding the right amount of vmax,j , in order to establish two
types of equilibrium as follows:
•
Fast or slow motion
•
Explore and Exploit

Chromosome = U(0,1)

In which 𝑥max,j and 𝑥min,j , respectively, are the minimum and
maximum value of the table number and the column number in
both dimensions, and 𝛿 ∈ (0,1] the 𝛿 value is initially equal to
one, and in each generation, the 𝛿 value of (8) changes. The
amount of 𝛿 each generation is 90% less than the previous
generation.

𝛿 = 0.9𝑖 , i = generation number
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2.2.5 The condition for stopping the algorithm
The condition to end the algorithm is based on the congestion
radius. The criterion for the end of the algorithm is close to
zeroing the normalized congestion radius. We calculated the
normalized congestion radius from (9).
𝑅

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑆)

(9)

In which diameter(S) is the diameter of the space in the initial
congestion and R max is the maximum radius, calculated from
equation (10).

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ‖𝑥𝑚 − 𝑦̂‖ , 𝑚 = 1, … . , 𝑛𝑠

(10)

When R norm is closer to zero, the algorithm stops, ŷ is the
minimum value of the competency function.

2-2-6 The structure of the particle optimization
algorithm
It includes the following six steps:
Step 1: Initialize the parameters of the velocity and location of
the particles in the initial crowd according to (4)
Step 2: Updating the best local position of particle i for all
particles
Step 3: Improving the best global position of all particles
Step 4: Calculating the new velocity of all particles by means
of equation (6)
Step 5: Calculating the new location of all particles by means
of equation (11)
𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)
(11)
Step 6: Repeating steps 2 to 5 with the output condition of the
algorithm according to 2-2-5.

2-3 Optimization of Particle Algorithm Using
Genetic and Heuristic Algorithm
In the sequel, every generation of the genetic algorithm runs.
Using the genetic algorithm increases the search power of the
particle optimization algorithm.

2-3-1 Initial population
In the previous step, 20 particles are generated that identify the
starting points of the K-means algorithm, thus, K-means
algorithm is applied to each particle, and the cluster output is
considered as the input of the mantle algorithm. The fragmental
particle structure of particle optimization algorithm for the
chromosome is shown in Fig. 3.

2-3-2 Combinations
In the study, three methods of One-point Crossover, Two-point
Crossover and uniform-point Crossover were used.
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Figure 3

Particle conversion of particle
optimization to the initial population of the
algorithm
In the single-point Crossover, first, a random point is selected
in the sequence of the parent chromosomes, and then from the
selected location, the chromosome of both parents is cut. The
first part of the first parent and the second part of the second
parent are used to produce the first child. The second child
consists of the first part of the second parent and the second
parent of the first (Figure 4).
First parent

Second parent

single-point Crossover

First child

Second child

Figure 4
single-point crossover
In the two-point crossover, two random points are selected in
the parental chromosome sequence, and then the parent
chromosome is cut off from these points. The first and third
parts of the first parent and the second part of the second parent
are used to produce the first child. The second child consists of
the first and third parts of the second parent and the second part
of the first parent's department (Fig. 5). Obviously, by
increasing the number of breakpoints in the multi-point
multiplication operator, the similarity of the parent to each
parent decreases and the reciprocity function divergence will
be strengthened.
In the uniform combination operator, the value of the child's
gene is selected according to the values of the corresponding
genes of both parents. In this method, the genes of each parent
have equal chances for the presence in the corresponding genes
of the child. In the uniform reconciliation operator, it is
determined by the random distribution that the amount of each
child's gene is selected from the corresponding gene value of
the parent (Fig. 6).
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values for the genes. Using more than this operator increases
the divergence of the algorithm.
In this research, the contents of a part of a chromosome are
selected and re-established. In Fig. 8, the structure of the
mutation is observed.

First parent

Second parent

0.2

Two-point crossover

0.1

0.7

0.9

0.3

0.1

0.8

0.5

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.3

Mutation

First child

Second child

Figure 5

0.2

Two-point crossover

0.1

0.3

0.9

Figure 8

First parent

0.3

0.1

0.8

mutation structure

A generational replacement method is used, because this
method has the convergence and divergence capability by
changing its variables. Initially, the algorithm transfers 50% of
the parent and 50% of the children to the next generation,
causing a divergence in the problem. After each generation, the
percentage of children decreases and the percentage of parents
increases to bring about convergence. The percentage of
parents' increase is calculated through trial and error.

Second parent

Uniform crossover

First child

2-3-5 Condition of ending the algorithm
condition

Second child

Figure 6
Uniform crossover
In this research, three crossovers are used. In the first 50% of
the genetic algorithm, the uniform crossovers algorithm is used
because the uniform composition has a high divergence, and
from 50% to 75% of the genetic algorithm, the two-point
algorithm is used, and in 25% of end of the algorithm a singlepoint crossover is used. The composition structure of the
combination in the genetic algorithm is shown in Fig 7.
50

0
Uniform crossover
Explor
e

Two-point
crossover

75
100
Single-point
crossover
Exploit

Figure 7

Crossover execution structure

2-3-3 Mutation
The mutation is the random change process of the amount of
genes in a chromosome, the main goal in the mutation operator
is to find new values for the genes of the offspring (values not
found in none of the parents) to increase genotype variation in
the population. The mutation should be performed so that the
genes do not deteriorate in superior responses. Given that the
mutation operator causes a random change in the chromosome,
the use of this operator increases the probability of finding new
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In this research, the condition for ending of the genetic
algorithm is to execute 100 generations of genetic algorithms
unchanged.

3. EVALUATION
ALGORITHM

OF

PROPOSED

Testing and proving their results is one of the most important
parts of a model is. We have developed programs in the
language of mathematics to evaluate the proposed model,
which we will continue to explain and illustrate the results
obtained from them. These tests were performed on the
Windows 7 operating system and a 5-core computer with
2.7GH processors and 4GB of memory. The Jaguar standard
was used to test this algorithm.
In the evaluation, the proposed algorithm was evaluated using
the following four methods.

K-Means

K-Medoids

Hierarchical Clustering

ANN
The parameters of the proposed algorithm are shown in Table1.
These parameters are calculated with trial and error.
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Table 1

Parameters of the proposed algorithm

Parameter

Value

Initial population of particle optimization
algorithm

100

C1

2

C2

2

Initial population of genetic algorithms

100

Combining Genetic Algorithms

0.7

Genetic Algorithm Mutation

0.3

Number of Generations of Genetic Algorithms

100 unchanged generations

The proposed algorithm was implemented with different
clusters, and its output is shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Comparing 5 methods of solving bank clustering
problem with Davis-Bouldin Index of accuracy

Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 8
Cluster 9
Cluster
10
Cluster
11
Cluster
12

0.53
0.49
0.54
0.53
0.52
0.49
0.48
0.53

Hierarchical
Clustering
0.78
0.64
0.61
0.59
0.52
0.58
0.52
0.5

0.78
0.64
0.93
0.85
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.05

Proposed
algorithm
0.61
0.31
0.23
0.18
0.18
0.13
0.11
0.14

0.95

0.53

0.47

1.05

0.14

0.93

0.53

0.44

1.01

0.15

0.9

0.53

0.44

0.97

0.16

K-Means

K-Medoids

0.74
0.59
0.7
0.84
0.82
0.9
0.92
0.92

ANN

As in Table 2, the proposed algorithm works better than other
methods. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the best output of
each algorithm. As shown in Fig. 9, the proposed algorithm
works better than other methods.

Davis-Bouldin Index of accuracy

0.7

0.6463
0.5963

0.6
0.4872
0.4428

0.5

machines as an electronic technology have been part of this
goal in recent years.
In this research, we tried to present a complete overview of the
clustering issue of a more than a decade of activities in this
field. It also tried to outline some of the applied methods and
their strengths and weaknesses. But what is most noticed in the
most successful work of the past was the application of high
level heuristic and a high-level perception that have attracted
many researchers to this field.
In this study, the combination of three K-means clustering
algorithms, genetic algorithm and particle optimization
algorithm were used to solve the problem. Also, the way to
create a database and location of ATM to assess the clustering
problem of ATMs.
In this study, the combination of three K-means clustering
algorithms, genetic algorithm and particle optimization
algorithm have been shown to be of great power in solving
optimization problems. It was also found that the
implementation of this algorithm was very time-consuming but
had an appropriate output.
As stated, intrusion detection is one of the important issues in
the field of security in computer networks and all issues related
to it can be the subject of research of numerous articles and
dissertations. The following topics are suggested for future
work:
Now, in order to proceed with the clustering work, using the
optimization algorithm, here are some suggestions for
following studies:
1. More advanced mutations and combinations and fuzzy
mutations can be used.
2. The K-means algorithm can be used instead of the Kmedoids algorithm.
3. Particle optimization algorithm can be used to increase the
speed of the algorithm.
4. Other algorithms can be used instead of ant colony instead
of particle optimization algorithm.
5. Fuzzy logic can be used instead of tuning the parameters of
the problem in trial and error method.

0.4
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0.3
0.2

0.1179

0.1
0
K-Means
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Comparison of proposed algorithm with 4 other
algorithms with Davis-Bouldin Index of accuracy

4. CONCLUSIONS
STUDIES

AND

FUTURE

Choosing location is one of the important factors in economic
enterprises activities. Due to this importance, location-based
science has also sought to provide methods and techniques for
determining the location of activities of firms. Banking as an
economic activity seeks to use scientific methods to maximize
service coverage and efficiency and minimize costs. ATM
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Abstract: Many steganographers would agree that, had it not been for online algorithms, the visualization of gigabit switches might
never have occurred. After years of intuitive research into superpages, we prove the exploration of evolutionary programming, which
embodies the typical principles of cyberinformatics. Of course, this is not always the case. In this paper we show not only that the famous
linear-time algorithm for the evaluation of IPv6 is maximally efficient, but that the same is true for virtual machines.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Replicated technology and hash tables have garnered minimal
interest from both futurists and researchers in the last several
years. It might seem unexpected but is derived from known
results. After years of appropriate research into expert systems,
we demonstrate the deployment of expert systems. The usual
methods for the development of hash tables do not apply in this
area. Clearly, the improvement of lambda calculus and unstable
algorithms are based entirely on the assumption that congestion
control and the World Wide Web are not in conflict with the
evaluation of courseware.
Efficient methods are particularly significant when it comes to
operating systems. Without a doubt, the impact on theory of
this finding has been adamantly opposed. It should be noted
that Copyer caches signed information. We emphasize that our
system creates voice-over-IP. This is always an extensive
ambition but has ample historical precedence. Though similar
systems analyze IPv6, we fulfill this intent without emulating
Bayesian epistemologies.
In this work, we verify that the producer-consumer problem [1]
and SCSI disks can interfere to answer this challenge. Two
properties make this approach optimal: Copyer prevents the
exploration of the UNIVAC computer, and also our heuristic
synthesizes scalable theory. Copyer cannot be developed to
prevent the improvement of superblocks that would make
architecting lambda calculus a real possibility. Indeed,
superpages and Web services have a long history of connecting
in this manner.

Therefore, we argue that hierarchical databases and 802.11
mesh networks are always incompatible.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Primarily, we
motivate the need for I/O automata. Second, we disprove the
understanding of Boolean logic. Even though this finding at
first glance seems perverse, it always conflicts with the need to
provide telephony to end-users. In the end, we conclude.

2. ARCHITECTURE
Next, we motivate our architecture for validating that Copyer
is maximally efficient. The framework for our framework
consists of four independent components: knowledge-based
archetypes, multicast frameworks, flip-flop gates, and RAID.
Next, despite the results by Lee et al., we can demonstrate that
the little-known certifiable algorithm for the visualization of
semaphores by John Backus runs in O(n) time. See our previous
technical report [26] for details. Despite the fact that such a
hypothesis is generally a technical ambition, it fell in line with
our expectations.

DNS
Server

Copyer
Client
Figure 1

To our knowledge, our work here marks the first methodology
harnessed specifically for massive multiplayer online roleplaying games [16]. Along these same lines, for example, many
systems allow Markov models [1]. Two properties make this
approach optimal: our application runs in O( logloglogn +
loglogn ! ) time, and also our system studies Markov models.
Our method evaluates the development of spreadsheets [16].

A novel methodology for the
understanding of active networks.
We consider an application consisting of n sensor networks.
Figure 1 details the model used by Copyer. This seems to hold
in most cases. Any private synthesis of linked lists will clearly
require that telephony can be made mobile, stable, and reliable;
our approach is no different.
Suppose that there exists semantic epistemologies such that we
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can easily visualize homogeneous modalities. Along these
same lines, consider the early model by Kristen Nygaard; our
architecture is similar, but will actually achieve this intent.
While analysts continuously estimate the exact opposite,
Copyer depends on this property for correct behavior. We
executed a month-long trace confirming that our framework is
unfounded. This seems to hold in most cases. We believe that
the seminal reliable algorithm for the evaluation of agents by
H. Sun et al. [13] is recursively enumerable. As a result, the
model that Copyer uses is unfounded.

system [5]. Next, we doubled the tape drive speed of DARPA's
ambimorphic overlay network to discover theory. To find the
required 25GB of RAM, we combed eBay and tag sales. We
removed 150GB/s of Ethernet access from our underwater
cluster to examine modalities [5]. Similarly, futurists removed
2MB of NV-RAM from our scalable overlay network. Lastly,
we added 150 300MHz Athlon XPs to MIT's atomic cluster to
understand archetype

3. IMPLEMENTATION
Copyer is elegant; so, too, must be our implementation. The
hand-optimized compiler contains about 24 instructions of
SQL. since Copyer is recursively enumerable, without
managing hash tables, optimizing the hand-optimized compiler
was relatively straightforward. Overall, our methodology adds
only modest overhead and complexity to related modular
frameworks [17].

4. EVALUATION
Our evaluation approach represents a valuable research
contribution in and of itself. Our overall evaluation
methodology seeks to prove three hypotheses: (1) that the
NeXT Workstation of yesteryear actually exhibits better hit
ratio than today's hardware; (2) that reinforcement learning no
longer influences flash-memory space; and finally (3) that
operating systems no longer affect block size. The reason for
this is that studies have shown that median latency is roughly
43% higher than we might expect [22]. Similarly, note that we
have decided not to simulate flash-memory throughput. We
hope that this section illuminates the work of Italian system
administrator Albert Einstein.

Figure 3

The expected complexity of Copyer, as
a function of bandwidth.
We ran Copyer on commodity operating systems, such as ErOS
and Sprite. All software was hand assembled using AT&T
System V's compiler built on B. Kobayashi's toolkit for
extremely synthesizing tape drive throughput. All software was
hand hex-editted using GCC 7.3 built on the German toolkit for
collectively enabling pipelined interrupts. Second, Third, all
software components were linked using Microsoft developer's
studio built on H. Brown's toolkit for extremely enabling
hierarchical databases. We note that other researchers have
tried and failed to enable this functionality.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.1 Hardware and Software Configuration

Figure 4

Figure 2

The expected time since 1986 of our
system, as a function of response time.
Our detailed evaluation mandated many hardware
modifications. We ran a software prototype on MIT's network
to disprove the mutually large-scale behavior of random
modalities. Primarily, we added 25MB of ROM to the NSA's
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The effective popularity of spreadsheets
of our approach, as a function of distance [15].
Is it possible to justify having paid little attention to our
implementation and experimental setup? Unlikely. That being
said, we ran four novel experiments: (1) we measured ROM
space as a function of ROM space on an Atari 2600; (2) we ran
11 trials with a simulated DNS workload, and compared results
to our earlier deployment; (3) we compared block size on the
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NetBSD, L4 and NetBSD operating systems; and (4) we ran 77
trials with a simulated DNS workload, and compared results to
our bioware emulation. All of these experiments completed
without WAN congestion or 10-node congestion.
We first illuminate experiments (1) and (3) enumerated above.
The results come from only 8 trial runs, and were not
reproducible. The key to Figure 4 is closing the feedback loop;
Figure 3 shows how our methodology's mean signal-to-noise
ratio does not converge otherwise. Third, error bars have been
elided, since most of our data points fell outside of 52 standard
deviations from observed means.
We next turn to the first two experiments, shown in Figure 2.
Note that Figure 3 shows the expected and not
effective opportunistically topologically randomized flashmemory throughput. The curve in Figure 4 should look
familiar; it is better known as H′Y(n) = n [25]. Similarly, error
bars have been elided, since most of our data points fell outside
of 80 standard deviations from observed means.
Lastly, we discuss experiments (3) and (4) enumerated above.
Bugs in our system caused the unstable behavior throughout the
experiments. The results come from only 7 trial runs, and were
not reproducible. The results come from only 0 trial runs, and
were not reproducible.

5. RELATED WORK
In designing our algorithm, we drew on previous work from a
number of distinct areas. Martinez et al. [21,19,13] developed
a similar heuristic, on the other hand we proved that Copyer is
in Co-NP [21,20,4,6]. Scalability aside, our heuristic emulates
less accurately. Instead of simulating authenticated
information, we realize this purpose simply by investigating
event-driven epistemologies [18,18,12,2,24]. The original
method to this riddle by John Backus was considered robust;
on the other hand, such a claim did not completely surmount
this grand challenge [7]. In general, Copyer outperformed all
previous systems in this area [14].
Despite the fact that we are the first to describe hierarchical
databases in this light, much related work has been devoted to
the evaluation of IPv7 [8]. On a similar note, unlike many
existing methods, we do not attempt to provide or locate
ubiquitous technology [9]. Continuing with this rationale, the
well-known system by Matt Welsh et al. [3] does not explore
the evaluation of DHCP as well as our solution [23]. Without
using secure configurations, it is hard to imagine that erasure
coding [11] and spreadsheets can interfere to achieve this goal.
As a result, the algorithm of Sato is an unfortunate choice for
telephony [10].
Several collaborative and efficient systems have been proposed
in the literature. Copyer also enables the simulation of lambda
calculus, but without all the unnecssary complexity. On a
similar note, we had our method in mind before Sally Floyd et
al. published the recent infamous work on the emulation of
extreme programming that made evaluating and possibly
analyzing fiber-optic cables a reality. Security aside, our
algorithm develops even more accurately. All of these methods
conflict with our assumption that multi-processors and
pseudorandom symmetries are technical.
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6. RELATED WORK
We validated in this work that compilers can be made constanttime, pseudorandom, and probabilistic, and our algorithm is no
exception to that rule. In fact, the main contribution of our work
is that we understood how B-trees can be applied to the
exploration of Smalltalk. our framework has set a precedent for
Smalltalk, and we expect that futurists will measure Copyer for
years to come. We also proposed new decentralized
symmetries.
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Diagnosis of Breast Cancer using Decision Tree and
Artificial Neural Network Algorithms
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Abstract: Breast Cancer Diagnosis and Prognosis are two medical applications which have posed a challenge to the researchers. The
use of machine learning and data mining techniques has revolutionized the whole process of breast cancer Diagnosis and Prognosis.
Breast Cancer Diagnosis distinguishes benign from malignant breast lumps and Breast Cancer Prognosis predicts when Breast Cancer
is likely to recur in patients that have had their cancers existed. Thus, these two problems are mainly in the scope of the classification
problems. Most data mining methods which are commonly used in this domain are considered as classification category and applied
prediction techniques assign patients to either a” benign” group that is non- cancerous or a” malignant” group that is cancerous. Hence,
the breast cancer diagnostic problems are basically in the scope of the widely discussed classification problems. In this study, two
powerful classification algorithms namely decision tree and Artificial Neural Network have been applied for breast cancer prediction.
Experimental results show that the aforementioned algorithms has a promising results for this purpose with the overall prediction
accuracy of 94% and 95.4%, respectively.

Keywords: Breast Cancer Diagnostics, Machine learning Techniques, Artificial Neural Networks, Decision Tree, Data Mining

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer has become a common disease among women
around the world and considered as the second largest
prevalent type of cancer which cause deaths among women
[1]. However, it is also considered as the most curable cancer
type as long as it can be diagnosed early. A group of rapidly
dividing cells may form a lump or mass of extra tissue which
are known as tumors [2]. Tumors can be categorized either as
cancerous (malignant) or non-cancerous (benign). Malignant
tumors, which considered as a dangerous group, can penetrate
and destroy healthy body tissues. The term, breast cancer,
refers to a malignant tumor which has developed from the
beast’s cells. Based on the World Health Organization
statistics, there are more than 1.2 billion women around the
world which are diagnosed with breast cancer. However, in
recent years, this trend has been reduced due to the effective
diagnostic techniques which can cure the cancer if it is
diagnosed in an appropriate time.
Recently, the advancement of data-driven techniques have
introduced new and effective ways in the area of breast cancer
diagnostics. Data mining and expert systems have not only
actively utilized in the medical problems, but also they have
widely used in other industrial applications [3][4][5]. To name
some of the powerful expert and data-driven methods:
Artificial Neural Network, fuzzy systems, decision tree,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian Network, etc.
[6][7][8]. It goes without saying that data evaluation which
have been attained from patients can be considered as an
important factor to develop an efficient and accurate
diagnostic method. To this end, classification algorithms have
been utilized to minimize the error of human errors which
may happen during the treatment.
Breast cancer prediction based on machine learning
algorithms has attracted the attention of many researchers
recently. For example, Lunin et al. [9] evaluated the accuracy
of Neural Network in 5, 10, and 15-year breast cancer specific
survival. They use a data set with 951 patients. The area
under the ROC curve was used as a measurement of accuracy
and the AUC values for neural networks are 0.909, 0.886, and
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0.833 for 5, 10, and 15-year breast cancer specific survival,
respectively. They also use logistic regression in their paper
and the AUC values for logistic regression are: 0.897, 0.862,
and 0.858, respectively. In [10], authors present an analysis in
rate of survivability with three data mining techniques: Naïve
Bayes, the back-propagated neural network, and C4.5 decision
tree algorithm. SEER dataset has been used for their research.
The accuracy of prediction for these techniques Naïve Bayes,
the back-propagated neural network, and C4.5 decision tree
are 84.5%, 86.5%, and 86.7% respectively. They also show
that the C 4.5 has the best performance in this case.
One of the approaches toward the breast cancer prediction is
diagnosis via mammography images which is considered as
image processing and classification. In [11], authors proposed
a method for automatic segmentation of the mammogram
images and then classified them as a malignant, benign or
normal based on the decision tree J48 algorithm. The
accuracy of their method for breast cancer diagnosis via
mammography images for positive prediction and negative
prediction are 94% and 98.5%, respectively.
Authors in [12] propose a method which use Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and decision tree for classifying 100 breast
cancer patients into two classes: Benign and Malignant. They
concluded that on the basis of the accuracy the SVM (with the
accuracy of 98%) is better than the decision tree (96% of
accuracy). In the second stage of their method k-mean
clustering technique has been used to partition the above two
classes of patients into three categories: Poor, Intermediate,
and Good to determine whether the patient is in urgent need
of chemotherapy with respect to the survival time of the
patient.
The goal of this paper is using machine to predict whether a
has a benign cancer or malignant one. Decision trees and
Neural Networks are powerful data mining techniques tools
that can be used to achieve that. Both algorithms construct
their models using training data set then test the obtained
models on the test data. Decision tree algorithms are based on
constructing a tree that consists of nodes in which each node
reflect a test on an attribute until you reach a leaf node. In
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neural networks, the dataset attributes are divided into three
layers: Input, Hidden and output layer. Then, the first two
layers are used to indicate the output layer. In this study, the
two algorithms will be tested using breast cancer Wisconsin
data set [13], and then compared to each other based on their
ability to predict cancerous tumors.

1.1 Data Set Description
Samples arrive periodically as Dr. Wolberg reports his clinical
cases. The database therefore reflects this chronological
grouping of the data. Table 1. summarized the attributes
which are used for breast cancer diagnostics.

2. DECISION TREES
Decision trees algorithm consists of two parts: nodes and rules
(tests). The basic idea of this algorithm is to draw a flowchart
diagram that contains a root node on top. All other (non-leaf)
nodes represent a test to a single or multiple attributes until
you reach a leaf node (final result). Decision tree algorithms
have been widely used in data mining applications due to the
fact that they are powerful classification tools [15]. Below are
some important reasons that why decision trees are used in the
area of data mining and classification:


Decision trees create understandable rules: They
are considered one of the friendliest algorithms to
the end user in data mining. They initiate
relationships among the dataset attributes in an
easy-to-understand form.



Decision trees provide a clear indication to
important attributes: a major part of establishing
rules between attributes is indicating the importance
level of each one.



Decision trees require less computation: They
require less computation compared to other
classification algorithms such as mathematical
formulae.

Table 1. data set description
No.

Attribute

1

Sample
number

2

Clump thickness

code

Description

Value

Unique key

ID Number

Cancerous cells are grouped
often in multilayers, while
benign cells are grouped in
monolayers.

(1-10)

3

Uniformity of cell
Size

4

Uniformity of cell
shape

5

Marginal adhesion

Normal cells tend to stick
together, while cancer cells fail
to do that

(1-10)

6

Single epithelial
Cell Size

Epithelial cells that are
enlarged may be a malignant
cell.

(1-10)

In benign tumors, nuclei is
often not surrounded by the rest
of the cell.

(1-10)

The texture of nucleus in
benign cells

(1-10)

7

8

Bare nuclei

Bland chromatin

(1-10)
Cancer cells vary in size and
shape.

(1-10)

CT>2

Malignant

9

Normal nucleoli

Nucleus small structures that
are barely visible in normal
cells

(1-10)

10

Mitoses

The process of cell division

(1-10)

11

Class

Indication of a tumor category

2 - Benign
4 - Malignant

The initial data preprocessing resulted in using only 10
attributes from the chosen dataset, which are (clump
thickness, uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape,
marginal adhesion, single epithelial cell size, bare nuclei,
bland chromatin, normal nucleoli, mitoses, class). Taking
away the (Sample code number) attribute since it is not going
to be useful for our purpose. The chosen algorithms will be
implemented using Weka3 [14] which is a Data mining
software written in Java.
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When implementing decision trees algorithm to detect breast
cancer, leaf nodes are divided into two categories: Benign or
Malignant. Rules will be established among the chosen data
set attributes in order to determine if the tumor is benign or
malignant. Figure 1. shows an example of using decision tree
approach for breast cancer detection.

Clump Thickness

CT<=2

Benign

Figure 1. Decision tree example for Breast Cancer Detection

This figure illustrates a decision trees algorithm on a single
attribute. Our data set contains multiple attributes that need to
be included. Therefore, a complicated chart that describes
multiple relationships (rules) among these attributes will be
delivered using Weka application. Decision trees algorithm
will be judged and evaluated based on its ability to predict
cancerous cells. A major step in classification is to have a test
set that is different from the used training set. Otherwise, the
evaluation results will not be reliable. In this study, Pareto
principle is employed [16] as commonly used ratio to split a
dataset into 80% training set and 20% test set. Next step is to
decide which decision tree algorithm should be used for a
given problem. Weka offers multiple decision tree algorithms,
such as J48, Random forest and Decision stump. J48 is the
implementation of decision tree algorithm ID3 that creates a
binary tree [17]. The tree is applied to each row in the
database after it is constructed. After performing initial
testing on all decision tree algorithms using our dataset, we
found out that J48 algorithm is relatively faster than other
decision tree algorithms. In addition, simplicity is one of its
unique features, the output of this algorithm can be easily
understood by the end user and it satisfies the performance
measure. Therefore, J48 decision tree algorithm has been used
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in this study and below is the classifier output after running in
Weka.
Classifier output:
=== Run information ===
Scheme:
weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2
Relation: breast-cancerweka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1
Instances: 699
Attributes: 10
Clump_Thickness
Uniformity_of_Cell_Size
Uniformity_of_Cell_Shape
Marginal_Adhesion
Single_Epithelial_Cell_Size
Bare_Nuclei
Bland_Chromatin
Normal_Nucleoli
Mitoses
Class
Test mode: split 80.0% train, remainder test
=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Uniformity_of_Cell_Size <= 2
| Bare_Nuclei <= 3: 2 (405.39/2.0)
| Bare_Nuclei > 3
| | Clump_Thickness <= 3: 2 (11.55)
| | Clump_Thickness > 3
| | | Bland_Chromatin <= 2
| | | | Marginal_Adhesion <= 3: 4 (2.0)
| | | | Marginal_Adhesion > 3: 2 (2.0)
| | | Bland_Chromatin > 2: 4 (8.06/0.06)
Uniformity_of_Cell_Size > 2
| Uniformity_of_Cell_Shape <= 2
| | Clump_Thickness <= 5: 2 (19.0/1.0)
| | Clump_Thickness > 5: 4 (4.0)
| Uniformity_of_Cell_Shape > 2
| | Uniformity_of_Cell_Size <= 4
| | | Bare_Nuclei <= 2
| | | | Marginal_Adhesion <= 3: 2 (11.41/1.21)
| | | | Marginal_Adhesion > 3: 4 (3.0)
| | | Bare_Nuclei > 2
| | | | Clump_Thickness <= 6
| | | | | Uniformity_of_Cell_Size <= 3: 4 (13.0/2.0)
| | | | | Uniformity_of_Cell_Size > 3
| | | | | | Marginal_Adhesion <= 5: 2 (5.79/1.0)
| | | | | | Marginal_Adhesion > 5: 4 (5.0)
| | | | Clump_Thickness > 6: 4 (31.79/1.0)
| | Uniformity_of_Cell_Size > 4: 4 (177.0/5.0)
Number of Leaves :
14
Size of the tree : 27
Time taken to build model: 0.01 seconds
=== Evaluation on test split ===
Time taken to test model on training split: 0 seconds
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
130
92.8571 %
Incorrectly Classified Instances
10
7.1429 %
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Kappa statistic
0.8485
Mean absolute error
0.092
Root mean squared error
0.2429
Relative absolute error
20.2164 %
Root relative squared error
50.6609 %
Coverage of cases (0.95 level)
98.5714 %
Mean rel. region size (0.95 level) 70 %
Total Number of Instances
140
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure
MCC
ROC Area PRC Area Class
0.911 0.040 0.976
0.911 0.943 0.852
0.955 0.962 2
0.960 0.089 0.857
0.960 0.906 0.852
0.955 0.893 4
Weighted Avg. 0.929 0.057 0.934 0.929 0.929
0.852 0.955 0.937
=== Confusion Matrix ===
a b <-- classified as
82 8 | a = 2
2 48 | b = 4
Looking at the confusion matrix, we can see that the
algorithm successfully predicted 82 benign and 48 malignant
cases with a predictive accuracy rate equal to 92.8571 %. To
optimize the results, we ran 10 tests using different training
and test sets every time, the algorithm successfully predicted
94 % cases on average. More details are available in Figure 3.

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks (NNs) have been widely used in different
fields as an intelligent tool in recent years. Recently, using
neural network in classification of breast cancer dataset has
become a popular intelligent tool [18]. Generally speaking,
NNs is transmission function of mapping from input to output.
If each different input is regarded as a form of input mode, the
mapping to the output is considered as output response model,
the mapping from input to output is undoubtedly the issue of
pattern classification. Any neural network must be trained
before it can be considered intelligent and ready to use.
Neural networks are trained using training sets, and then they
can predict the solution in the test set. Below are two major
factors which make Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as a
powerful classification algorithm:


Neural networks are adaptive: A neural network is
composed of ‘‘living’’ units or neurons. It can learn
or memorize information from data. Learning is the
most fascinating feature of neural networks.



Neural networks are naturally massively parallel:
This is the structural similarity of ANNs to
biological ones. Though in some cases neural
network models are implemented in software on
ordinary digital computers, they are naturally
suitable for parallel implementations.

The use of neural network to classify breast cancer data is
illustrated in Fig. 2. In this study, the input nodes are: Clump
Thickness, Uniformity of Cell Size, Uniformity of Cell Shape,
Marginal Adhesion, Single Epithelial Cell Size, Bare Nuclei,
Bland Chromatin, Normal Nucleoli, and Mitoses.
Intermediate cell is called the hidden layer units, whose output
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are only in the internal network, not a part of all the network
output. The output of the hidden layer is considered as the
input of two output units, corresponding to a result of the
diagnosis of breast cancer, benign or malignant tumor.

Instances

Percentage

Correctly Classified Instances

674

96.42%

Wrongly Classified Instances

25

3.57%

10 different tests have been conducted on the same dataset
using the decision tree algorithm J48 and Multi-layer
perception model for neural network. In J48, the dataset was
split using Pareto principle ratio, 80% training set and 20%
test data. As for Multi-layer perception, the data was split into
10 folds using cross validation. Both algorithms predicted at
least 92% cases each test. However, Multi-layer perception
model was able to correctly classify more cases on average as
shown in Figure3.

Figure 2. Artificial Neural Network for breast cancer prediction

Instead of using Conventional validation to divide the dataset
into training set and test set, we use 10-fold cross validation.
One of the main reason for using cross validation is to assess
how the result of network will generalize to independent data
and how accurately a predictive model will perform in
practice. Therefore, cross validation is a fair way to generalize
the performance of the neural network. In 10-fold crossvalidation, the original sample is randomly partitioned
into 10 equal sized subsamples. Of the 10 subsamples, a
single sub-sample is retained as the validation data for testing
the model, and the remaining 10-1 subsamples are used as
training data. The cross-validation process is then
repeated 10 times (the folds), with each of the 10 subsamples
used exactly once as the validation data. The 10 results from
the folds can then be averaged (or otherwise combined) to
produce a single estimation.
ANNs is applied with different parameters like different no. of
hidden layers, learning rate and momentum and the best result
is 96.42% of correctly classified instances with the following
neural network configuration: (No. of input layer, hidden
layer and output layer are: 9,2,2 respectively, learning
rate:0.2, and momentum: 0.7). Table 2 shows the confusion
matrix, and accuracy of the algorithm are provided in Table 3.

Table 2. Confusion matrix for ANN
Benign

Malignant

Benign

441 (a)

17 (b)

Malignant

8 (c)

233 (d)

The entries in the confusion matrix have the following
meaning in the context of this study: a: number of correct
predictions that an instance is negative, b: number of incorrect
predictions that an instance is positive, c: number of incorrect
predictions that an instance is negative, and d: number of
correct predictions that an instance is positive. The Breast
cancer data with 699 tuples and 9 different attributes was
analyzed to identify the error rates and accuracy. Table 3
shows the accuracy measures of the result.
Table 3. ANN performance measurement
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Figure 3. Performance Comparison chart of decision tree and ANN
algorithms.

Calculating the mean of these tests, J48 algorithm was able to
correctly classify 94.0% cases whereas Multi-layer perception
algorithm was able 95.9% cases.

4. CONCLUSION
Decision tree and Neural Networks are powerful data mining
techniques that can be used to classify cancerous tumors.
Decision tree algorithm creates understandable rules, indicates
important attributes and requires less computation compared
to other algorithms such as Neural Networks. On the other
hand, Neural Network algorithm is an adaptive and naturally
suitable for parallel implementations. In this study, both
algorithms have been used as intelligent methods for breast
cancer diagnostic. Both algorithms were successful in
correctly classifying more than 92% cases in the 10
experiments. However, Neural Network algorithm had a
better predictive accuracy rate on average (rate of correct
classification is 95.9%).
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Abstract: In recent decades, with the advent of technology and information technology, transportation systems have also been moving
in this direction, and one of the challenges of the transportation system is due to the multiplicity and increase of vehicle management
and control. Many techniques and methods have been proposed in this field that in today's world, the use of intelligent systems has a
higher efficiency. In fact, safety has the ability to reduce the number of vehicles with minimal delay and create discomfort for the users
depends directly in order and arrangement to facilitate the immediate and direct involvement of the vehicle in traffic flow. One of the
ways to demonstrate the efficiency of intelligent monitoring systems is create model before the implementation phase.
This article aims at modeling and evaluating an intelligent surveillance system at urban intersections, which is carried out using
colored petri nets. In the proposed method, first, the urban intersection architecture is described with the benefit of traffic rules then,
the inconsistency and coincidence states are determined and finally, reliability and response time are measured by the CpnTools with
the help of Petri Nets. The results show that the intelligent monitoring equipment related to the intelligent surveillance system
increases the safety of the road network and, finally, has secured and fluent traffic.
Keywords: Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System; Urban Intersections; Colored Petri Nets; Reliability; Response time.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades significant progress there have been in
the field of intelligent technologies. While the introduction of
the new system to provide accurate and qualitative readings of
the up-to-date system, the use of these systems is always
worth Investigate in the efficiency of traffic and safety. Many
of these studies have examined the total and non-total effects
of traffic flow-rate parameters on the collision event.
Therefore, based on the current findings, there is no
experimental study on the effect of traffic congestion on the
safety of the vehicle. In addition, the congestion as one of the
ordinary traffic phenomena in the crossover city itself only
affects its own effect on the safety of the road also it acts as a
direct criterion. As a result, the traffic safety and efficiency of
it are interconnected. There is a need for testing each one and
examining the potential for improvement both at the same
time, especially with the availability of traffic discovery data.
Nowadays, the use of modeling methods in industrial works,
has found wide application especially with the development of
advanced sciences and increasing the speed of processors.
One of the modeling uses the petri nets. The goal of the
modeling is to study and evaluate the reference system. The
basis of the modeling is the selection of a suitable model.
Choosing the appropriate model is a determinant parameter,
so firstly, the model should be well understood. Any kind of
presentation or expression of a system is called a model. The
model describes the behavior of the system and allows for the
implementation, simplification, and the creation of uniformity
and uniqueness. One of the methods of modeling is to use a
petri nets.
Petri nets modeling have an important advantage that can
show coherence in a comprehensive and graphical way. In
fact, the study system of this paper, which is an urban
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intersection, is in line with this requirement, and we can
evaluate intelligent monitoring systems. And correctly
understand their function and provide accurate information
and reports to decision makers with the required conditions in
order to be more precise in making important decisions. In
fact, two things are done with modeling, one is that the
function of the intelligent monitoring systems embedded at
the intersections is measured and evaluated. And from another
perspective, it can be used to equip new intersections whether
the target system could manage the intersection in critical
conditions to control congestion and traffic? This activity is
also carried out before the implementation phase and is a
significant contribution to cost savings.
The structure of the article is as follows: In Section 2,
fundamental concepts are explained such as Sydney
Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System, urban intersections,
colored petri nets, reliability and response time. In Section 3,
a useful selection of previous studies is described in brief
similar to the subject matter. And fourth section, is described
the proposed method. Finally, to demonstrate the validity of
the proposed method in Section 5, a case study is presented to
evaluate and modeling the proposed method.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In each research, researchers work according to a particular
viewpoint on topics. In this paper, the definitions are used due
to different definitions of concepts, the type of application and
their efficiency, and in the following describes these concepts.

2.1 Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic
System
The most important feature of this system, adapted for use in
different parts of the world and with different and relatively
contradictory traffic cultures, is the momentary and
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completely adaptive response to traffic changes at each
intersection, taking into account the traffic of the associated
arteries. Unlike other traffic control systems, the SCATS
instantly generates LED traffic parameters and adjusts the
timing of lights based on traffic flow and saturation in each
cycle. While other systems use predefined traffic models, they
are sometimes not adapted to local traffic drivers' behavior
[12].
The system is capable of responding to the momentary
changes in demand and capacity and automatically adjusts the
timing of the lights so that the traffic flow is optimized at the
network level. Traffic volume and the efficiency of each
intersection are measured by vehicle sensors such as visual,
radar, and inductive loops and the best timing is selected and
applied for optimizing intersection schedules. Unlike other
control methods, this system does not use mathematical and
theoretical models to allocate optimal scheduling because the
traffic behavior of drivers in different parts of the world is
different and the use of traffic models creates limitations.
SCATS are a modular system and therefore its development is
possible. Its structure is hierarchical, and if the controller's
connection to the center is disconnected, in addition to
reporting the error to the center, the controller will enter a
separate operation mode and act individually and in
accordance with its predetermined schedule. Therefore,
system operation continues in any situation.
With the use of the SCATS central control system, it is
possible to monitor the performance of all invertebrate
controllers from a centralized location, and in the event of any
failure, such as vehicle sensors, bulbs, or communication line
failure with the controller an intersection, a message sent
about the central computer, and it is possible to quickly
dispatch the maintenance personnel to repair the related
equipment.

2.2 Urban Intersections
The intersection or the crossroads of the crossing point are
two ways. Breakouts are an inevitable part of the urban road
network. As many urban streets share at least one intersection.
According to studies, a large proportion of traffic accidents
occur at intersections. The main cause of these crashes at
intersections is the convergence of different traffic flows at a
point. Accident at intersections can be due to different factors,
each of which requires a suitable approach [10].
The important thing is that the capacity of each link and, in
general, the capacity of the city's traffic network depends on
the capacity and the ability to pull the intersections of that link
or network. The capacity of the intersections determines the
capacity of urban roads. In analyzing intersections, we are
facing with three intersections of the same level in urban
roads;
Intersections that used the timed traffic lights in them. At
these intersections, the intersection is controlled by flashing
traffic lights or traffic signs and cannot display any signs.
These intersections are referred to subway intersection.
Intersections controlled by a signalized traffic light. Square,
intersection of a circular, one-way, and without traffic lights
equipment, in which the traffic flow moves around a circular
island to separate vehicles that travel in different directions
and to reduce the number of collisions and also better traffic
guidance is trying to separate the intersections of the level [8].
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2.3 Colored Petri-Nets
Provides a graphical representation of the system with a
mathematical
approach,
and
they
can
illustrate
communication patterns, control patterns, and information
flows. These networks provide a framework for analysis,
validation and performance evaluation. The basis of the Petribased nets is on the graph, and informally it can be said that a
two-part directed graph that are formed two elements of
location and transition. These networks are based on a
situation, not an event, which makes the model explicit the
status of each item. Petri Nets offer models of structural and
behavioral aspects of a discrete event. It also provides a
framework for analyzing, validating and evaluating
performance and reliability [7].

Figure 1. A model of a colored petri nets
Petri nets (see Figure 1) provide more precise models of nonsynchronous processing systems. In these networks, unlike
petri nets, the beads are distinct from each other because each
of the beads has attributes called colors. These types of
networks make it possible to make a more detailed and
detailed modeling of the asynchronous processes. The arcs
can contain mathematical expressions composed of a
combination of color sets and their related variables. Guard is
a Boolean expression that is attributed to a transition and
creates conditions for activating the input arc. In the petricolored net of each location, arrows and transfers can have
their own guard depending on the color of them [6]. Title

and Authors

2.4 Reliability
This feature in the networks refers to the existence of backup
servers on the network, this means that you can back up from
different sources of information and systems and provide
secondary versions and backup, and in the absence of access
to one of the resources on the network or to shut down a
system used the backup copies. The system works correctly at
the time interval [t0, t], provided that the system is correct at
the beginning of the interval (t0) and is expected to provide
the service without interruption, such as spatial applications
but in time system access (t) (whenever needed) is working
properly and available and can perform its function. The
system of banks can be expressed as an example [5].

2.5 Response Time
when we press the last key on the keyboard to see the result
on the screen, or from the moment it runs a requested process
or process until the moment when the processor requests the
operating system, in other words, the amount of time it takes
is to process a notice to the network, and the result will be
delivered in response to the requester. (see Figure 2) shows
that when a request is given to the system, the response time
is up to the last time the request is received, it is the response
time, and the user will be satisfied with the less time. In fact,
the rapid operation of the system accelerates the traffic and
congestion management at critical points with regard to the
performance of drivers. And in this paper, this parameter is
displayed on the Intelligent Traffic Monitoring Network using
colored Petri Nets [4].
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the reliability of these events indicates the amount of time it
takes for passengers to travel and arrived their destination at a
specified time, and more importantly, this is the travel time's
should be recursive [3].

Figure 2. Request Response Time

3. RELATED WORK
In recent years, various methods have been developed to
model and evaluate intelligent surveillance systems at
intercity intersections in order to reduce congestion and traffic
in real time. Different research methods have been used in
these methods. Here are few items to consider in this article.
In the modeling method, it has made it possible to have a
seasonal variety, variations in the level of the unit of
Collision, and the incidental effects of an intersectional
surface have Support feature on the collision event. The
design of this method is based on Bayesian Conclusion
Techniques is represented that more unmatched heterogeneity
can be recorded and the model will be better able to be
categorized [1].
A random forest analysis was used to identify the major traffic
inputs affecting the collision event is executed using AVI data
on a CFX system [63]. In concluding that AVI data is
presented a risk-based collision measure at the actual time,
however, method providers point out that when they do - That
the AVI parts are average of 1.5m [11].
In another way, the related research is based on a research
paper based on the findings of researchers that there is an
overload in all cities of the world. They have a new algorithm
for diagnosis. The project was designed in two aspects. One is
the offline processing data and the other one online
congestion management. Using the standard function method
for calculating the parameters, were standardized the
thresholds of the internal and external dimensions of the
integrated circuit. The purpose of this action is to determine
the quantity of each parameter, and the identification of the
road congestion, and traffic congestion monitoring [14].
In another method, a genetic algorithm is proposed to solve
the scheduling of related tasks, in which two important
parameters of the quality of service are considered which are
time and cost. In this algorithm, instead of producing the
random initial population turbulent variable are used. The
combine points of genetic algorithm ratings with turbulent
variables have allowed the solutions generated by this
algorithm to be distributed throughout the search space and
prevent early convergence of the algorithm. Better designs
and products are obtained in shorter time and to get it the
algorithm converges to a faster rate [2].
In another method, related to the topic of research, based on
the views of the researchers, the events of the metropolis are a
metric key-performance-road, which is recognized as one of
the key sources of non-recursive congestion. Traffic accidents
are often terminated to reduce the travel time's promise. The
proposed method is to determine the effect of traffic events on
the reliability the travel time's in the freeway. Measurement of
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In another way, they were related to the subject of research,
the researchers believed that the method of evaluating the
effective traffic situation is very important, to get the behavior
of the traffic system in the road. Based on this theory, they
selected urban roads for studying and evaluated the actual
situation in real time. In the first step, the situation was
divided into six parts and the evaluation of the traffic was
considered as an important problem in the classification.
Then, this point was considered as a point of view of the
traffic managers the speed velocity is selected as the
evaluation index. On the basis of this, a new approach was
developed for data rapid integration and the factors enterprises for evaluating the traffic situation. The
effectiveness of the results is validated by Real-time data
traffic [13].
In 2010, Dow and others provided the IGA algorithm to solve
the problem of scheduling affiliated tasks, in which three
parameters were considered simultaneously of quality of
service. These three parameters are time, cost, and reliability.
Because these parameters are in conflict with each other and
cannot be simultaneously recovered, improving one will
reduce other efficiency, is weighed each of the parameters. So
that the weight is either made by the user so that each of the
parameters that is more valuable to the user is more weight
and the other is weighing less or that the weight is randomly
done [9].

4. SUGGESTED METHOD
Urban intersections can be a big challenge considering the
vital traffic hotspots in the city and the lack of accurate
management in this area. And many solutions, including
intelligent monitoring systems, are implemented in these sites,
but the accuracy intelligent systems before the
implementation phases to avoid spending a lot of costs and
management in different circumstances required by the road
In this study, we are using a four-way urban model with the
aid of colored petri nets in order to have a thorough evaluation
of reliability and response time, the proposed methodology is
described below.

4.1 Architecture Proposed Method
Different sensors and cameras are embedded in four-way
recorded the current data and sent them in the database. All
the data archived due to their massive volume. (see Figure 3)
shows an overview of the architecture of the proposed
method. In the first case, a four-way was designed for
evaluation with the consideration of the sensors location in
different areas, the four-way is modeled using colored petri
nets. But in the next step, we began to Collected the data in
the model. As shown in (see Figure 3), these data are related
to the freeway through the sensors recorded at the time and
archived with all types of properties in the substrate. And
then, for extraction of data, the characteristics of the object
and their analysis are determined for traffic management by
conducting and determining the path with time. In this case,
the length of the paths over and above due to the traffic
congestion so the traffic will be controlled fluently and the
safety and non-crash will be managed in real time.
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Table 1. permitted and non- permissible behavior at the
intersection

Figure 3. Architecture offered by the proposed method

4.2 Urban Intersection Modeling
Modeling and designing is now widely used in the industry. In
fact, by modeling and designing, an industrial system is
studied before its creation, and it's affordable economically
feasible in terms of time. Petri nets make it possible the
component and next to each other study of system Petri nets
are appropriate method based on the mathematical logic
graphically representation although it is in fact a graphical
representation of the network, but the substrate Strong
mathematical.

Given the form (see Figure 4), the information and the
specified rules are educed and the authorized and
unauthorized routes are determined. In fact, this information is
derived from the data obtained from sensors and cameras
embedded at the intersection. The system announced traffic
commands according to these data Also, given the fact that
the operation (Sense) is performed at the beginning of the
kilometer of that input area, and then the equipment is moving
along the freeway line. In the next steps, the equipment that
traversed the freeway route, after the outside of the range
entered the second range that the sensor set is on the freeway
depending on the time it was set, is a time unit-and speed.
Until repeated the previous stages, and eventually we will
have the extra data that has been collected on the
corresponding freeway.

4.3 Preparing Data from Intersection
Modeling

Figure 4 - Description of urban intersection rules
Each petri net using only four elements (location, transfer, arc,
and bead), performs the modeling action. In order to reduce
costs, we model it instead of using sensors and real-life
cameras at the intersection of the city. Therefore, for
modeling to be possible, we must describe the specified rules
according to the real model. (see Figure 4). Table (1) shows
the collision, concurrency, and Sustainable synchronization
corresponding to )see figure 1(
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The information received from the sensors consisted of the
name of the vehicle, the speed of the gear, the speed, the
number, the position, the capacity of the transmission, the
capacity of the road, the demand for access and the route
moving. The data are transmitted by the sensors to the
database and in every 30 seconds the information is updated.
These data are stored in the database. Our goal is to extract
data, which can be used to reduce the number of accidents and
in particular, to determine the critical points and in the event
of an incident, we will help to manage the traffic.

4.4 How to Calculate Reliability
In this research, we will label a failure rate to calculate
reliability for each of the orders. Of course, all of these rates
are dynamically designed in a model that is closer to reality.
Equation (1) is used to assess reliability:
Equation (1)
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In the above equation, f is reliable and F is the error rate or
refractive index, after each time in the event of a reliability
error calculation, the new failure and reliability of the new
event is calculated and updated the average.

Table 2. shows the assumptions and standards
defined for our study mode
Time passing intersection

3500

4000

MS

4.5 Create an Applicable Model

Reject time

10

30

MS

In this paper, a colored petri nets and CPN Tools are used to
create the applicable model.

Request time

1500

MS

Time Out

1500

MS

Chance of failure Every message

0.08

Total number of intersection
vehicles
Thresholds for precursors (TH)

10
4

In this stage, the goal of the modeling is to determine the
cross-sectional and interpolated data of the equipment.

Figure 5 - Executable model of an urban intersection
Reliability assessment and response time done in the context
of a specific architecture of the urban intersection conforming
to (see Figure 4), using safety standards and urban traffic
control with a failure rate label in each command issued by
the intelligent monitoring system. (see Figure 5) shows the
applicable model of a separate urban intersection.

5. CASE STUDY
In this paper, an example of the urban intersection (four-way)
has been investigated for lack of complexity to demonstrate
the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed method. Using the
proposed method and simulation of the applicable model in
the CPN Tools tool, we examine the metric of reliability and
response time. The proposed approach is an intersection,
which has features such as checking traffic, congestion,
moving vehicles from source to destination, intelligent
targeting-the traffic lights, and traffic management in the long
run. In order to reach this important, the intersection is
composed of sensors on the way, which, at the same time
recorded the traffic in the Central server with due regard to
the speed of the vehicle.

Figure 6. Executable model results from an urban
intersection
In the following, to show the outputs (see Figure 6) of the
performed model for one-time execution and the assumption
of the entry of three cars per line, this is obtained in four
directions of the intersection. To better understand the results
of the model, we show the outputs for the execution specified
in Table (3).
According to the results in Table (3), the mean reliability and
response time for each separate line are calculated. Table (4)
shows this possibility.

Table 3. Executable model results from an urban intersection
Inters
ection
L1
B1
R1

T1
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Vehicle
license plate
ID110
ID111
ID113
ID112
ID121
ID118
ID119
ID120
ID114
ID115
ID116

Vehicle
name
Infinity
Ford
Fiat
Nissan
Lexus
Kia
Lada
Toyota
Mazda
Volvo
Subaru

Vehicle mode
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Source
ID
Line T3
Line T3
Line R2
Line T2
Line L3
Line B3
Line L2
Line L2
Line R3
Line R3
Line B2

Destinatio
n ID
Line L1
Line L1
Line L1
Line B1
Line B1
Line R1
Line R1
Line R1
Line T1
Line T1
Line T1

Respons
e time
4403
4706
4567
3266
4748
4292
4459
3285
5815
4622
3716

Reliability
1.0
0.95
0.95
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.95
1.0
1.0
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ID117

Suzuki

PASS

Table 4. Average results applicable model of a city
intersection
Intersection

Response
time

L1

4558.66667

B1
R1
T1

4007
4012
4731.75

Reliability
0.966666667
1
1
0.9875

According to the results and insert in Table (4), we can draw
graphs of the parameters studied.

Figure 7. Response time of the applicable model from an
urban intersection

Line B2

Line T1

4774

1.0

Due to the fact that the model is dynamically designed and
can be tested in different conditions, we also show the length
of the inertial line intersection.
Table 6. Incoming Line Intersection
Queue
Queue
Title
length
Title
length
Line B2
2
Line L3
1
Line B3
1
Line R2
1
Line L2
2
Line R3
2
Line T2
1
Line T3
2
The graph of Table (6) is shown in (see Figure 8)

Figure 9. Incoming queue length intersection of
applicable model from an urban intersection

6. CONCLUSION

Figure 8. Reliability of the applicable model from an
urban intersection
According to the results of the implementation of the model,
reliability and response time are also obtained according to
Table (5) of the proposed method in the total intersection.
Table 5. The average efficiency of the proposed method
model
Average
Total
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Response time

Reliability

4327.354167

0.988541667

In this paper, a model is developed to evaluate intelligent
traffic control systems at urban intersections where data are
real-time using colored petri nets in order to evaluate the
model conditions. And the possibility was also found in the
designed model that can dynamically evaluate the flexibility
of inputs and conditions. The design of the model was
compared to the evaluation of reliability parameters and
response time. The results showed that these systems have the
ability to execute and can be implemented in reality if the
developed countries are progressive in this regard and they
can manage secure traffic and congestion control at the
intersections of the city.
One of the advantages of the proposed method is that we can
evaluate the system before the implementation phase and
spending time and money. One of the suggestions for future
activities is to evaluate the traffic monitoring and control
systems according to the behavior of the agents.
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